Abstract. It is not currently known how to put the Kerr spacetime metric into the so-called Gordon form, although the closely related Kerr-Schild form of the Kerr metric is well known. A Gordon form for the Kerr geometry, if it could be found, would be particularly useful in developing analogue models for the Kerr spacetime, since the Gordon form is explicitly given in terms of the 4-velocity and "refractive index" of an effective medium. In the current article we report progress toward this goal. First we present the Gordon form for an approximation to Kerr spacetime in the slowrotation limit, obtained by suitably modifying the well-known Lense-Thirring form of the slow-rotation metric. Second we present the Gordon form for the Kerr spacetime in the near-null limit, (the 4-velocity of the medium being close to null). That these two perturbative approximations to the Kerr spacetime in Gordon form exist gives us some confidence that ultimately one might be able to write the exact Kerr spacetime in this form.
Introduction
What is now called the "Gordon form" for a general class of spacetime metrics currently dates back some 95 years -to 1923 -originally being developed as a model for studying the propagation of light in a relativistic medium [1] . A spacetime metric is said to be in Gordon form if:
Here η µν is some background metric (typically taken to be flat Minkowski space), while V µ is some 4-velocity (properly normalized to η µν V µ V ν = −1 in terms of the background metric), and c * can be interpreted as the speed of light in the medium (so in terms of the refractive index c * = 1/n). In situations discussed below (where we might not necessarily want to adopt the moving medium interpretation) c * can still be interpreted as the coordinate speed of light at spatial infinity. This Gordon form for the spacetime metric has much deeper implications and a significantly wider range of applicability than the original context in which it was developed [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] , though only relatively recently (2004) has it become clear that the theoretically important Schwarzschild spacetime can be put into this Gordon form [14, 15] .
In counterpoint, the astrophysically and observationally more important Kerr spacetime (discovered in 1963 [16] ) continues to attract considerable interest and provide unexpected new discoveries [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21] . One specific and relatively simple form of the Kerr 
Here a = J/m is as usual the angular momentum per unit mass of the black hole. Several other forms for the Kerr metric are known [17, 18, 19] . Indeed, only relatively recently (2000) was the Doran form of the Kerr spacetime developed [20, 21] ; this seeming to be as close as one can get to putting the Kerr metric into Painleve-Gullstrand "acoustic geometry" form. Now, historically it has been found that every significantly new form of the Kerr solution has lead to advances in our understanding, and it is still possible (though maybe not entirely likely) that the Kerr solution could be greatly simplified by writing it in some particularly clean form [18] . This raises the natural question -is it possible to put the Kerr spacetime into Gordon form? One reason for being particularly interested in this question is the observation that many analogue spacetimes are quite naturally presented in Gordon form. (See particularly [12, 22] , or more generally [23, 24, 25] and [26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31] .) We shall partially answer this question by presenting two perturbative calculations. First we shall perform a slow-rotation calculation putting the well-known Lense-Thirring metric into Gordon form. Second we shall present a "near-null" version of Kerr in Gordon form; by starting with Kerr in Kerr-Schild form and performing an appropriate infinitesimal coordinate transformation. In view of the black hole uniqueness theorems we know that the Kerr family is unique; we are not looking for a new spacetime. Instead we are looking for a new way of writing the quite standard Kerr spacetime; we are trying to find a coordinate transformation to simplify the presentation of the Kerr spacetime.
Two easy results
To set the stage, let us first present two simple results, before developing a general algorithm for implementing infinitesimal coordinate changes.
Gordon form of Schwarzschild spacetime
The Gordon form of the Schwarzschild metric [14, 15] is less well-known than perhaps is should be. Consider the line element
In spherical coordinates this is
This is spherically symmetric and easily checked to be Ricci flat -so by Birkhoff's theorem it must be Schwarzschild spacetime in disguise. Here c * is an arbitrary constant c * ∈ (0, 1), which at spatial infinity can be viewed, as anticipated, as the coordinate speed of light. Furthermore V a is a 4-velocity, (normalized in the background metric,
, and the parameterm is proportional to the physical mass of the Schwarzschild spacetime. By noting that
and comparing to the asymptotic behaviour of Schwarzschild in the usual curvature coordinates, we identify the physical mass as
Gordon form of Lense-Thirring slow-rotation spacetime
Let us remind ourselves of the quite standard version of the Lense-Thirring slow-rotation spacetime (in the usual Schwarzschild curvature coordinates). The line element is:
This represents a metric which is Schwarzschild (in curvature coordinates) plus O(a) modifications, and for this metric one can easily check that R ab = O(a 2 ); all components of the Ricci tensor are O(a 2 ). This O(a 2 ) behaviour for the Ricci tensor is what we mean by saying that the Lense-Thirring spacetime is an approximate solution to the vacuum Einstein equations corresponding to a slowly rotating spacetime. The spacetime has angular momentum J = ma. For current purposes we could equally well ignore the O(a 2 ) term in the metric and write the simplified Lense-Thirring line element as:
This simplified line element represents a metric which is still Schwarzschild (in curvature coordinates) plus O(a) modifications, and for this metric we still get R ab = O(a 2 ); all components of the Ricci tensor are O(a 2 ). That is, the spacetime is still Ricci flat up to terms quadratic in a.
Based on these observations, to find a Gordon form for Lense-Thirring we simply take the Gordon form of Schwarzschild and make the ansatz
That is, we consider the metric ansatz represented by the line element
Here we have again c * ∈ (0, 1), the parameterm is proportional to the physical mass of the Lense-Thirring spacetime, andã is proportional to a. Note that (in the background metric) ||V ||
, so that V is approximately a unit timelike 4-vector. Furthermore, since obviouslyã = O(a), to first order in a this metric ansatz is the just Gordon form of Schwarzschild plus an O(a) perturbation. Finally, a brief computation verifies that R ab = O(a 2 ), the metric is Ricci-flat to O(a 2 ). This observation justifies calling this metric the Gordon form of Lense-Thirring spacetime. That is, for slow rotation, we can approximate the Kerr spacetime to arbitrary accuracy by a metric that is of the Gordon form.
To see how the parametersã andm are related to the physical parameters a and m, note that at very large r we have g tt → −c 2 * , while at all values of r we have g tφ = 2(1 − c 2 * )mã sin 2 θ/r. Comparing this to the equivalent results for the usual form of the Lense-Thirring line element, (where at very large r we have g tt → −1, while at all values of r we have g tφ = 2ma sin 2 θ/r), we see that:
That is, a = c * ã , while m = (c −2 * − 1)m.
General algorithm
Now let us try to make these observations more systematic by presenting a general algorithm for searching for the Gordon form (if it exists).
Non-normalized Gordon and Kerr-Schild forms
Both Gordon and Kerr-Schild forms of the metric express the metric tensor as the sum of a Riemann-flat background metric g µν and a 1-form v µ in tensor product with itself. Let us adopt the notation
Here v µ is not normalized; this lack of normalization is useful in some explicit computations. If v is timelike (with respect to the background metric) then the Gordon form expression of equation (1) can be recovered normalizing v µ = ||v||V µ . If v is null then we call this a Kerr-Schild form for the metric tensor. (The remaining case where v is spacelike does not seem to be particularly interesting.) In general, letting g µν denote the inverse of the flat background metric, which here we do not necessarily presume has to be in the form η µν = diag(−1, +1, +1, +1), the inverse of the full metric is
The specific choice of coordinates is manifestly irrelevant for this description: As long as the metric tensor can be put into a Gordon form, every coordinate transformation that acts on both sides will provide an equivalent expression for the same decomposition. It is in principle possible to find inequivalent Gordon forms for the same spacetime if, choosing a common flat background metric, different 1-forms provide different full metric tensors which are equivalent through coordinate transformations.
How to find analytic expressions for Gordon and Kerr-Schild forms
Knowing an expression for the full metric in a certain set of coordinates g µν , and an expression for the flat metric in a generally different set of coordinates g αβ , we look for possible inequivalent Gordon forms of the metric by applying a coordinate transformation of the form
and then noting
The RHS of equation (15) is a new expression for the spacetime metric which depends on the chosen local translations ξ defining the coordinate transformations of equation (14). This expression can be written in a Gordon form if it is possible to find a 1-form v satisfying
It is a straightforward algebraic exercise to extract -up to an overall sign -the expressions for the functions v α in terms of the functions ξ µ and their derivatives, from four of these ten equations. The remaining six equations provide a system of highly nontrivial and non-linear partial differential equations for the functions ξ µ and the initially chosen tensors g and g.
Ultimately the problem of finding a Gordon form for the metric is that of finding an appropriate coordinate transformation, i.e., solving the differential equations for the ξ µ , such that the initial system equation (16) admits a solution. In particular, it will be operationally convenient to investigate a class of coordinate transformations which is general enough to find a solution, but possibly without spoiling the explicit symmetries of the metric. The Schwarzschild spacetime is a remarkable example of a system where this problem admits an explicit solution, and we first use this to present a specific implementation of the general algorithm.
Checking Schwarzschild in Kerr-Schild form
We first apply this procedure to recover the well known Kerr-Schild form of the Schwarzschild metric, describing a static black hole of physical mass m. The usual expression for the metric obviously requires a transformation of coordinates to be put in a Gordon form since when choosing spherical coordinates for the flat background (mildly abusing notation by conflating metrics with their line elements)
we have
We need to apply a coordinate transformation which does not spoil the explicit time translation symmetry and the explicit spherical symmetry. The spatial coordinates are better left untouched since the angular part of both the full metric and the spherical flat background is the same: v must have vanishing angular components, making a rotation completely irrelevant; moreover, r 2 appears as the scale factor of the angular part of both metric tensors, and therefore r cannot be transformed. So we shall initially consider the simple coordinate transformation t → t + f (r).
Applying such transformation to the Schwarzschild metric, and choosing as flat background the spherical flat metric g spherical , the system in equation (16) . That is, we obtain the Kerr-Schild expression for the Schwarzschild spacetime, as equation (12), with
The 1-form v defines a Kerr-Schild decomposition since it is a null 1-form, as is easily checked by verifying g µν v µ v ν = 0. The overall sign is chosen in such a way that the dual of this 1-form is a future-directed vector field.
In this case the process of solving the system of equations (16) only requires the expression for f ′ (r), which can be obtained algebraically: The analytical expression for f (r) itself is not needed; it is enough to know that f ′ (r) is integrable to be sure that the coordinate transformation is properly defined. The computation was made particularly easy by an appropriate choice of background: The flat metric in spherical coordinates explicitly contains the same symmetries as the full spacetime, and this background is simply the limit of the full initial metric for vanishing black hole mass m → 0. (This can also be considered as the limiting case of vanishing angular momentum for the known solution of the Kerr-Schild form of the Kerr metric.)
Checking Schwarzschild in Gordon form
A second application of the general algorithm allows us to recover the known result of the Gordon form of the Schwarzschild metric: by considering a somewhat more general class of coordinate transformations it is possible to find inequivalent non-null 1-forms reproducing the Schwarzschild metric as in the Gordon form of equation (12) .
The reasoning presented above suggested that it would be profitable to consider a translation of the t coordinate by a function of the radial coordinate r only, so that the explicit symmetries of the metric were preserved. However, more generally we note that the time translation symmetry is still explicitly preserved if the t coordinate is deformed by rescaling. So a wider class of coordinate transformations to apply to the standard Schwarzschild metric equation (18) is this
We will consider the rescaling factor √ 1 − ζ = c * many times in the following discussion, and we will usually refer to ζ as the deformation parameter. This class of coordinate transformations modifies the appearance of the metric tensor, and the metric can be written in Gordon form with respect to the flat spherical background, (that is, a solution for the system of equations (16) with g = g spherical exists), if and only if
Since f ′ (r) is integrable this describes a proper coordinate transformation.
In conclusion, the Schwarzschild metric can be cast in a Gordon form with
The 1-form v is in general non-null, since g µν v µ v ν = −ζ; the limit ζ → 0 reproduces the Kerr-Schild form. The original expression of the Gordon form of equation (1), or equation (4), is obtained by rewriting these expressions in terms of the speed of light in the medium and the normalized 4-velocity:
Here m is again the physical mass, whilem is a convenient shorthand. The parameter ζ is bounded from both sides: In order to transform the t coordinate we must have ζ < 1, otherwise we wouldn't be able to consider the square root √ 1 − ζ. From equation (23) we also understand that it must be required that the parameter ζ be non-negative: In order for the square root 1 + ζ r−2m 2m
to exist in the external region r > 2m, we must have ζ ≥ 0. In conclusion, the deformation parameter is bounded within a finite interval ζ ∈ [0, 1), which corresponds to c 2 * ∈ (0, 1], the speed of light in the medium should be real, non-negative, and bounded by the speed of light in vacuum.
The Kerr spacetime
We now consider the more interesting case of rotating black holes, described with the Kerr metric, which we would like to express in Gordon form.
It is well-known that the Kerr metric can be written in Kerr-Schild form, which we could obtain following an analogous procedure to the one seen for the Schwarzschild spacetime. For our purposes, it is most convenient to consider the expression of the metric tensor as presented in Kerr's original derivation [16] .
where u should be read as a modified time coordinate (the advanced/retarded time). Applying the transformation u → ±t + r to this metric we easily obtain the KerrSchild form of the Kerr metric, making use of a non-trivial representation of the flat background
Here
is a non-trivial non-diagonal implementation of spheroidal coordinates, and the null 1-form v is given by
As expected, the limit a → 0 of g spheroidal yields the spherical polar flat metric, while the limit a → 0 of v reproduces the 1-form of equation (21) for the Kerr-Schild form of the Schwarzschild metric, as presented in equation (20) . This decomposition is therefore a general description for Kerr, of which the Schwarzschild version is a particular case. The norm of v can be shown -after computing g µν spheroidal -to be vanishing, proving that this expression is indeed of Kerr-Schild form.
The flat background metric (31) considered here is the limit m → 0 of the full metric; it is indeed Riemann-flat since it is obtained from the usual spherical flat metric equation (17) through a (somewhat non-obvious) coordinate transformation
Note that not transforming the coordinate φ as done in equation (35) would have resulted in obtaining the somewhat more usual diagonal form of oblate spheroidal coordinates (without the dr dφ cross term).
To apply the general procedure described in subsection 3.2 and to search for a Gordon form of the Kerr metric, we now need to manipulate the metric tensor with a sufficiently wide class of coordinate transformations. Indeed, this will be considerably less trivial than for the Schwarzschild metric, simply because the Kerr spacetime has fewer symmetries. This implies that, while previously we could assume transformations preserving spherical symmetry, now in the Kerr spacetime we can only make weaker assumptions, as only an axial symmetry is left in the spatial sector. Expressing the coordinate transformation in terms of local translations as in equation (14), we can expect the translation to depend neither on φ, nor on t, apart from again possibly rescaling t by the factor √ 1 − ζ = c * . Accordingly we consider
In general all four coordinates should now be transformed. As discussed in subsection 3.2, the full resolution of the system of equations (16) requires solving nonlinear (quadratic) partial differential equations. Therefore finding the exact Gordon form for the Kerr metric seems (at least for now) to be a step too far. But we can certainly investigate this system perturbatively: We can expect that for a small rotation parameter a the perturbative expression of the Gordon form of the Kerr spacetime is a perturbation of the Gordon form of the Schwarzschild spacetime. Moreover, for a small deformation of the time coordinate -thereby considering a description at first order in ζ -we can also expect the Gordon form of the Kerr spacetime to be a perturbation of the known Kerr-Schild form of the Kerr metric.
In the following analysis we present these two different perturbative approaches, and the general expressions resulting from the resolution of the system (16) within the two separate approximations of slow-rotation and a near-null 1-form.
Slow rotation
When considering the slow-rotation regime, we can adopt approximate descriptions of the Kerr metric equivalent to the Lense-Thirring metric (8) , which can be interpreted as a perturbation of the Schwarzschild metric. So in this subsection we shall consider a perturbative expansion for small angular momentum: We look for a Gordon form approximating the Kerr metric at first order in a. This is a common assumption in the literature, which is physically reasonable since astrophysical rotating black holes must certainly have a < m, (albeit they can become almost extreme due to accretion processes). Initially we discuss how to obtain the full solution of the system of equation (16) in the case of the Kerr metric approximated at order a; what we obtain is the most general first-order (in a) approximation to the Gordon form of the Kerr metric. Then we make a consistency check with the Gordon form of the Lense-Thirring metric as expressed in equation (10).
General case of slow-rotating Kerr in Gordon form
To obtain the most general Gordon form of the Kerr metric at order a, one should proceed as described previously in section 3.2, transforming the first-order approximation of the Kerr metric, (this is simply equations (30)- (31)- (32) with the 1-form v approximated to first order in a)
with the most general coordinate transformation which preserves the explicit axial symmetry and time translation symmetry,
Here the functionf in equation (38) must (see equation (23)) have derivativẽ
for consistency with what we already know is needed, in the case of vanishing a, to put the Kerr-Schild form of the Schwarzschild geometry into Gordon form. In order to find the most general Gordon form of the Kerr metric at order a, the functions G µ generating the coordinate transformation must be solutions of the system of equations (16) -after linearization with respect to a -together with an appropriate 1-form v. The solution at zeroth order a 0 is known, since it will simply be the Gordon form of the Schwarzschild metric. At next higher order the 1-form will include a correction of order a for every component. So we will have
Taking the first order approximation, the nonlinear system of equations (16) is reduced to a system of first-order partial differential equations. This system can be solved patiently, step by step -first obtaining the expressions for the components δv µ in terms of the functions G µ and their derivatives, and then solving the system, finding their explicit expressions. The integration constants should be fixed in such a way that for vanishing ζ the 1-form obtained ultimately reduces to that defining the Kerr-Schild metric (37) .
Here is the full expression obtained for the Gordon form of the Kerr spacetime, written in the form g = g spheroidal + v ⊗ v, at first order in a:
Here κ is a dimensionless residual integration constant one finds from the coordinate transformation described by equations (38)- (41), when the integration constants are chosen to be independent both from a and ζ. This Gordon form correctly describes the Kerr spacetime up to order a 2 , i.e. it can be verified that this Gordon form produces a vanishing Ricci tensor up to O(a 2 ). This was expected since we simply considered coordinate transformations of the Kerr metric; with this check the formalism used is therefore proven to be consistent.
We observe that in general the norm of the 1-form v is non trivial: for non-vanishing κ, it has a contribution of order a which strongly depends on the angular and radial position
In the limit of null deformation parameter ζ → 0, in which case the 1-form v reproduces the Kerr-Schild case -the norm vanishes identically, for any value of κ. That is, the first order in a Gordon form of the Kerr metric has been obtained as a perturbation of the Gordon form of the Schwarzschild metric, (which is the limiting case for vanishing a). It should be noted that in this more general case the deformation parameter ζ is again bounded within the same interval, ζ ∈ [0, 1). If the integration constant κ is not neglected the norm is highly point-dependent; in particular it may be possible that the norm changes sign due to the presence of the factor cos θ in the term of order a. To avoid this change of sign, a bound on κ should be imposed. To define this bound we make the assumptions 0 ≤ ζ < 1 and a M < 1, and we consider as the region of interest that with r > 2m (implying 1 < (1 + ζ r−2m 2m
With such assumptions we find that |κ| < 2 always prevents a change of sign of the norm of the 1-form. In general, for a given a/m ratio, one needs |κ| < |2m/a|.
Consistency check with Lense-Thirring
We have found a general expression for the Gordon form of the slow rotating Kerr spacetime. We can now easily make a consistency check to prove that this Gordon form, defined in terms of the spheroidal flat background and the 1-form of components (44)- (47), is equivalent to the Lense-Thirring Gordon form introduced in equations (9) and (10).
This can be done assuming a vanishing integration constant κ and making use of the properly redefined parameters -as discussed previously -of the speed of light in the medium and rescaled mass and angular momentum parameters
Extracting the normalization of the 1-form v (for vanishing κ its norm is simply √ ζ) and substituting the parameters, we obtain the same expression for v as equation (9) 
Actually, this is not yet quite enough to verify the equivalence between the two Gordon forms because this 1-form is referred to the spheroidal flat background, while the LenseThirring Gordon form in equation (10) is referred to the spherical flat metric. However with a final simple coordinate transformation it is possible to prove that these Gordon forms are completely equivalent: The inverse of the transformation from the spherical flat metric to the spheroidal flat metric -approximated at order a, and therefore transforming only the coordinate φ with the inverse of the transformation (35) -is indeed what is needed, since it properly transforms the flat background and does not modify the 1-form up to order O(a 2 ). This transformation is
while V (and so v) is the same. We have therefore proved the equivalence between these two Gordon forms, they can be obtained one from the other through a coordinate transformation.
Near-null Gordon form of Kerr spacetime
In this section we consider a different approach to the problem of the description of the Kerr metric in a Gordon form. We have already seen that -given a fixed flat background -inequivalent Gordon forms of the metric can be obtained through a class of coordinate transformations which include a rescaling of the time coordinate. To describe such deformations we have used the rescaling term √ 1 − ζ. Rescaling the time coordinate, one can obtain new 1-forms with non-null norm, passing from a Kerr-Schild form to a Gordon form. The parameter ζ is therefore strictly related to the norm and becomes the instrument to explore the space of possible inequivalent Gordon forms of the Kerr spacetime.
In the slow-rotation case, the order a approximation has allowed us to consider Gordon forms where the rescaling parameter ζ was free to explore the whole range of allowed values: That is, the same interval ζ ∈ [0, 1) which was acceptable in the Schwarzschild case. While the small a result is already of great interest, it rules out the whole regime of rapidly rotating spacetimes. We now wish to explore that region of parameter space, and we want to do so by making a different approximation: We consider a small deformation parameter ζ, and we obtain an expression for the Gordon form of the Kerr metric at first order in ζ.
Infinitesimal local translation of the Kerr metric
We want to apply the procedure described in the introductory subsection (3.2), transforming the Kerr-Schild form of the Kerr metric (30) with an infinitesimal transformation. Again we want this coordinate transformation to include a deformation of the time coordinate; since we want this deformation to be infinitesimal, we can approximate at order ζ the rescaling term, and consider ζ to be arbitrary small
The other coordinates should be transformed infinitesimally too, and the rest of the transformation should be assumed not to spoil the explicit axial and time translation symmetries. So we consider
This coordinate transformation is easily brought back to the formalism of infinitesimal local translations as presented in section (3.2). The coordinates are transformed with
, and the translation vector ξ defining this coordinate transformation is clearly of order ζ. This means that for an arbitrarily small ζ, the Kerr metric (30) is moved infinitesimally along the vector field ξ, and for this infinitesimal transformation it can be written in terms of the Lie derivative along this vector field
where we are now dropping the subscript in the flat background metric, writing g instead of g spheroidal for simplicity. Now of course the relevant question is: Can the transformed expression of the Kerr metric be written in Gordon form? This will be the focus of the next section.
Solution in modified components
The infinitesimal translation transforms the Kerr-Schild form metric (30) into the modified metric tensor (61) through the Lie derivative; both are metric tensors describing the Kerr spacetime with the same set of coordinates. The new expression can be put in a Gordon form if it is possible to find a new 1-form which solves, together with vector field ξ, the system of equations (16) .
The new 1-form must differ from that defining the initial Kerr-Schild form in equation (32) by a term of order ζ, such that the system admits a solution valid for every small value of the deformation parameter; i.e. if the Kerr-Schild form was given (with respect to the spheroidal flat background) by the 1-form
where the function Φ is a shorthand defined for convenience. Then the new solution must be of the form v+δv, with δv being the correction of order ζ. With this assumption for the modified metric tensor and the 1-form, equation (16) is expressed at order ζ as
It is easier to solve this problem by change of dependent variables, redefining the 1-form of interest. If we consider the modified 1-form correction
then equation (16), which we have already reduced to (65), takes the simplified form
For this system, similarly to what has been done for the general case of the Gordon form in the slowly rotating approximation for Kerr spacetime as presented in section (4.1.1), the solution is found step by step. First we obtain the expressions for the components of δv ′ in terms of the components -and their derivatives -of the translation vector field ξ. Then the system is solved by sequentially finding the functions ξ µ one after the other. The integration constants should be chosen such that the coordinate transformation reduces to the identity for vanishing ζ, ensuring that no trivial translations in the This means that the Kerr metric in Kerr-Schild form can be manipulated with Lie derivatives with respect to the vector field ξ we obtained, in order to write it down as a Gordon form with a modified flat background and a modified 1-form. It is in this setup that is more convenient to evaluate the norm of the 1-form, which can be evaluated straightforwardly by the known inverse of the metric
proving that this is really a Gordon form for a near null 1-form.
Vorticity and applications to analogue spacetimes
Interest in the Gordon form of spacetime metrics is due (among other things) to potential applications in the analogue spacetime programme. See specifically [22, 32] , and more generally [28, 29, 30, 31, 33, 34, 35, 36] . Indeed the Gordon form, (or something conformal to the Gordon form), generically describes the acoustic metric experienced by a linearised perturbation on a relativistic fluid [22, 32] . That one might want vorticity in analogue systems is clear from references [37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44] . Very often, however, in theoretical analyses of these analogue systems the inclusion of vorticity is tricky [45] -most typically the four velocity of the fluid is by construction hypersurface orthogonal (implying that it can be written as being proportional to the gradient of some scalar function) and as such -by the Frobenius theorem -it is vorticity free (in the relativistic sense that V ∧ dV = 0). This is potentially a problem for an experimental simulation of a true Kerr geometry given that one can very easily realise that the KerrSchild and Kerr-Gordon forms of the Kerr metric found in this paper always require a four velocity (or equivalently a one-form) which is not vorticity free. This fact can be seen most easily by looking at the simplest case, the four velocity obtained in the Gordon form of the Lense-Thirring spacetime,
For this four velocity we can compute the 4-vorticity 
= − 4ãm cos θ r 3 2m r + 2m dt ∓ 4ãm cos θ r 3 dr ∓ 2ãm sin θ r (2m + r) dθ .
The 4-vorticity 1-form ω is evaluated with respect to the usual flat background. This result is non vanishing at first order in a, and is valid for arbitrary deformation parameter ζ ∈ (0, 1). This is enough to imply that also for the near-null Gordon form it is impossible for the 4-vorticity to vanish. Indeed, the expression of the 4-vorticity of the near null Gordon form will depend on the parameter a; at first order, it must be consistent with the non-vanishing expression in equation (83). It will therefore also be impossible for the 4-vorticity in the near-null case to vanish identically. Hence we conclude that any analogue model of the Kerr geometry will have to necessarily include vorticity in the background flow. Models of this sort are indeed available and are discussed in a companion paper [12] .
Further developments -towards a full solution
We have presented two approximate results for the Gordon form of the Kerr metric, describing the regimes of small rotation and near-null 1-form; they were obtained respectively by perturbing the Gordon form of the Schwarzschild metric, and by infinitesimally deforming the Kerr-Schild form of the Kerr metric. These two results plausibly suggest the existence of an (as yet unknown) full analytical expression for the Gordon form of the Kerr metric, one which should reproduce the results presented herein when considering the first order approximations in the two parameters a and ζ. Such an expression would be the full solution of the system of equations (16), possibly found through the algorithm presented in subsection 3.2.
Finally, we remark that in finding these results we found that a proper choice of flat background is of crucial importance for the resolution of the problem -both in terms of the final expression for the Gordon form, and in computation time, and this should be considered in any future approach to this problem. We hope to further explore these and other possibilities in the next future.
